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STEP 1: UNDERSTANDING YOUR
SMOOTHED FUND VALUE
At any given point, your investment in the Absolute
Growth Portfolio will have a ‘smoothed fund value’. In
most instances your smoothed fund value will be the
benefit amount that you will be paid when you reach one
of the defined benefit events listed above.
Each time you contribute towards your investment, your
contributions are used to purchase units (portions of the
portfolio) at the portfolio’s unit price. Your smoothed
fund value is determined by simply multiplying the unit
price by the number of units you have in your investment
as follows:
Smoothed fund value = Unit price x No. of units

3 EASY STEPS TO UNDERSTANDING
THE ABSOLUTE GROWTH PORTFOLIO
GUARANTEES
Absolute Growth Portfolios offer investors exposure to growth
assets (like equities, property and alternative assets) while
smoothing out the ups and downs typically associated with
investing in these assets.These smoothed returns are passed on
to investors in the form of bonuses.
These portfolios also offer members guarantees to protect
them from the impact of severe market downturns that protect
members’ capital and bonuses to various degrees. This applies
to investors who remain in the portfolios until they reach one
of the following defined benefit events:

When it comes to the above simple calculation, it is
important to note the following:
The unit price is impacted by bonuses. Positive
bonuses increase the unit price and negative bonuses
decrease the unit price.
The number of units applicable to your investment
is impacted by various cash flows. Contributions
increase the number of units while disinvestments
and charges decrease the number of units.
So, if the unit price = R10 and you have 100 units in your
investment, your smoothed fund value will = R10 x 100 =
R1,000.

Retirement
Death
Ill-health retirement
Retrenchment
Resignation
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STEP 2: UNDERSTANDING YOUR
GUARANTEED UNIT PRICE
Your guaranteed unit price is the lowest price you can
be paid for each unit you have in your investment when
you exit the portfolio due to a defined benefit event. The
guaranteed unit price is determined as follows:
Guaranteed unit price = Guarantee percentage x Highest
historical unit price
The guarantee percentage in the above calculation is
different for each of the Absolute Growth Portfolios.
The guarantee levels available to members are as follows:
Absolute Smooth Growth Portfolio 50% guarantee (AGP50)
Absolute Stable Growth Portfolio 80% guarantee (AGP80)
Your guaranteed unit price can thus be determined by
simply multiplying your selected portfolio’s guarantee
percentage by the highest unit price that your units have
reached since your investment began.
So, if you are invested in the AGP80 and the highest unit price
your units have reached to date = R10, your guaranteed unit
price = 80% x R10 = R8.

STEP 3: UNDERSTANDING YOUR
GUARANTEED FUND VALUE
Your guaranteed fund value is the lowest value you can be
paid if a defined benefit event occurs. You will receive your
guaranteed fund value even if your smoothed fund value
has fallen below this value.
Your guaranteed fund value is determined by simply
multiplying the number of units you have by their
guaranteed unit price:
Guaranteed fund value = Guaranteed unit price x number
of units
Note that while your guaranteed unit price can never fall
below a level it has reached in the past, your guaranteed
fund value can rise and fall depending on the guaranteed
unit price and the number of units that you have in your
investment at any time. Positive bonuses and contributions
will thus increase your guaranteed fund value and
disinvestments and charges will decrease your guaranteed
fund value.
So, if the guaranteed unit price = R8 and you have 100 units
in your investment, your guaranteed fund value will = R8 x
100 = R800.
For more information on the above and practical
examples, please visit the Fund website and refer to
the Old Mutual Guarantee Guide.
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